
paper 

background black

picture-in-picture

display

medium next to

lecturer: 

Top-down camera on

test table

background green

screen

medium behind

spokesperson

A brief insight

paper

Background white

picture-in-picture

display

Medium im

Hintergrund:

PowerPoint

Green color of the fabric

curtain is removed by

video technology. Any

content can be

displayed in the

background, see right.

PowerPoint on

speaker laptop

without further media

-> 

Static image

preconfigured

medium next to lecturer

picture-in-picture

technique:

picture-in-picture

technique: medium is

placed next to

lecturer

websites on speaker

laptop

paper

Background gray

speaker 

without further media

picture-in-picture

display

medium next to

lecturer: PowerPoint

picture-in-picture

display

Medium im

Hintergrund:

PowerPoint

preconfigured in three

sizes.

Here: small

preconfigured in three

sizes.

Here: medium

Here: smallHere: medium

three sizes of speaker are

preconfigured.

Here: large

preconfigured in three

sizes.

Here: small

preconfigured in three

sizes.

Here: medium

add Uni Bayreuth logo

optional

First: 

Decision on background

Then: 

Decision on additional media

Top-down camera can also be

used in combination with green

screen technology

Video studio

introduction trailer 

Version v1 (german)

The picture with

"Videos in the video

studio..." is the

PowerPoint!

ZHL Studio Trailer v1

In einer Welt, in der digitale

Medien und visuelle

Kommunikation immer mehr an

Bedeutung gewinnen, eröffnet

das Videostudio der Universität

Bayreuth neue Horizonte für

Lehrende und Studierende.

Professionell aufgezeichnete

Videos bieten eine einzigartige

Gelegenheit, Informationen

Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caHcQHsWNJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXGmVU2sCLk


produce videos

in the studio

reserve a time

slot in the

studio

select free date & time

select support 

how to find

and unlock the

studio

Zapf Haus 4, Room 4.2.09

open key safe in front of

door with code 

code will be sent by E-

Mail
Open link

switch on all

technology

click on control console

(stream deck)

select

background and

camera

plug in your laptop with

PowerPoint presentation, or

select backgrounds of the studio,

or

select white/grey/black paper

background and shut down, and/

or

select top-down camera.

personalizing the

information for

spokesperson

on teleprompter surface

spoken text or

own PowerPoint view can be

selected.

start test

recording

start recording in the

stream deck and record

the first 1-2 minutes of the

presentation

personalizing

audio and video

attaching the microphone

to clothing

adjust microphone

sensitivity (deflection in

the yellow area)

adjusting the table height

for the camera

check test

recording

watch and listen to the recording

(preferably with headphones) and

check whether there is any

background noise and whether the

image layout and camera height are

correct. The recordings are stored in

the "Recordings" folder on the

desktop.

use the link here to view the video

file (password will be sent by e-mail)
Open link

check settings

camera height

clothing

hairstyle

presentation (texts

covered by person, ...)

teleprompter speed

...

For help please

contact Paul

Dölle:

+49 (0)152-

O4451319

recording

start recording in the

stream deck 

if possible, look into the

teleprompter, because

that's where the camera

is. 

there are training units for

"rhetoric in front of the

camera" here.
Open link

download the

videos

we create an .mp4 file with each

recording, which can be

downloaded from https://

www.zhl.uni-bayreuth.de/de/

studiodownload/

at the same time we create a so-

called project for Davinci Resolve,

a professional video editing

software. All tracks (audio and

video) can be subsequently

manipulated here. These files are

stored on the USB hard disk on

the control desk.
Open link

cut

The video files can be edited 

a) with Davinci Resolve (free of

charge, very powerful software)

b) with Panopto (on mms.uni-

bayreuth.de) for simple cuts, or 

c) with any other video editing

software.

Open link

upload for

students

Upload finished video files to 

mms.uni-bayreuth.de Panopto, or

upload to youtube.com (attention

data protection). 

Not recommended: Upload the

video file directly to the moodle

course. 

You can create interactive videos

with the moodle activity "H5P".

The link leads to an example.

Open link

switch off

studio

switch off the power to the entire

system using the "Shut Down"

button on the stream deck on the

control desk.

locking

place the transponder back in the

safe

get feedback

Ask your students how you can

further optimize the video!

You are also welcome to receive

feedback from ZHL on rhetoric,

didactics and visualization! Feel

free to contact us!

https://maps.app.goo.gl/5bowZhYQnUT3y5bJA
http://zhl.uni-bayreuth.de/de/studiodownload
https://www.zhl.uni-bayreuth.de/de/workshops/selbstlernkurse/rhetorikvorderkamera/index.html
https://www.zhl.uni-bayreuth.de/de/studiodownload/
https://www.zhl.uni-bayreuth.de/de/studiodownload/
https://h5p.org/interactive-video
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